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AQA A Level Business 
Unit Assessment
Section A 

1  Charging an initial low price to gain market share is known as

 A  Penetration pricing 
 B  Dynamic pricing 
 C  Price elasticity of demand 
 D  Price skimming 
    (1 mark)                                                                                                                 

2  Which of the following is not one of the 7p’s?

 A  Process 
 B  Packaging 
 C  People 
 D  Physical 
    (1 mark)                                                                                                                 

3  The price elasticity of a product is -1.5. What happens if the business reduces prices by 10%?

 A  The quantity demanded will increase and sales revenue will increase 
 B  The quantity demanded will increase and sales revenue will decrease 
 C  The quantity demanded will decrease and sales revenue will increase 
 D  The quantity demanded will decrease and sales revenue will decrease 
    (1 mark)                                                                                                                 

4  Which of the following is not a type of consumer good?

 A  Shopping 
 B  Industrial 
 C  Speciality 
 D  Convenience 
    (1 mark)                                                                                                                 

5  In the Boston Matrix, a product with a low market share in a high growth market would be classified 
 as a

 A  Cash Cow 
 B  Star 
 C  Question Mark/ Problem Child 
 D  Dog 
    (1 mark)                                                                                                                 
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ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS IN THIS SECTION

Section C 

Opening Love Vinyl, an independent record store, was a dream come true for Tony, an avid fan of music 
and vinyl. After being made redundant from his job in engineering he decided to invest in a record shop in 
a small county town. Although new to business ownership and retail, Tony has a wealth of enthusiasm and 
specialist knowledge and, given the increasing popularity of vinyl records, is extremely excited about his 
new venture.

Love Vinyl sells new and second-hand vinyl records and has an impressive, constantly changing stock 
which spans a variety of music genres such as rock, pop, and indie. It also sells tickets for a variety of local 
music venues and offers a record cleaning service. At the heart of the store is a café where customers can 
meet with friends and fellow music lovers to listen and talk about music.

As a niche market, vinyl record sales account for only a small percentage of the overall market with the 
majority of music purchases taking place online. Only 7% of sales are via the high street, which has seen 
competition increase with national supermarket chains now selling vinyl records. Disappointed with his first 
month’s sales, Tony has decided to undertake some market research to help increase sales. Tony has never 
undertaken research before, but believes that when planning his marketing mix, primary marketing research 
is more important than secondary marketing research.

Primary Research Findings: Survey of 200 people in the town centre and a focus group of 10 people

h  60% of respondents were more likely to buy second hand records rather than new records

h  The most popular music styles respondents wanted to see were pop, rock, indie, R&B and soul

h  90% of respondents were prepared to pay between £12 and £20 for a vinyl record

h  85% of respondents had never heard of Love Vinyl

h  7% of those who buy vinyl don’t own a record player, they just want to “put it on the shelf”

h  Males aged 45-54 are most likely to have recently purchased a vinyl record and visited a store

Secondary Research Findings: National newspapers and British Recorded Music Industry reports

h  50% of vinyl record sales are through independent record stores

h  CD sales fell by 6.5%, downloads dropped by 9% but streaming grew by 78% last year

h  Sales of record players were up 36% last year 

h  Vinyl records are priced as a premium product

h  18-24 age group are the least likely to purchase vinyl with 25-34 year olds the most avid fans 

h  Vinyl is frequently bought by collectors
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8 Analyse the factors which might affect the promotional mix of a high street fashion retailer
    (6 marks)

Level  The candidate will typically:  Marks

3 Provide a response that is well analysed using knowledge and understanding and 
 is applied to the context 5-6 marks

2 Provide a reasonable analysis using knowledge and understanding and with some 
 application to the context 3-4 marks

1 Demonstrate some knowledge and understanding but the answer is limited and 
 lacking application to the context 1-2 mark

Examples of how the assessment objectives might be met in this question include:

h demonstrate knowledge and understanding of business terminology, for example, promotional mix (A01)

h be applied to the context of a high street fashion retailer (AO2)

h analyse factors which might affect the promotional mix of a high street fashion retailer (A03)

Possible responses:
Promotional mix is the different promotional methods that a business uses to communicate with its current 
and potential customers, in order to meet its marketing objectives 

A high street fashion retailer is a business which is located on the nation’s high streets and which sells up 
to the minute clothing directly to the end user

h The target market it is trying to communicate with will affect the choice of promotional methods. It needs 
  to consider which methods are the most appropriate to reach its target market. For example, a high street 
  fashion retailer which targets 18-24 year olds is likely to use promotional methods which use technology 
  e.g. internet promotions

h The promotional budget it has available may be considered, in this case a major high street fashion retailer 
  may spend significant amounts on promotion such as TV advertising in order to communicate with their 
  customers

h The message it wants to get over to its target audience will influence its promotional choice, for example 
  H&M “offers fashion and quality at the best price…” and its promotional method must reflect 
  this - for example TV advertising is very important in terms of visual imagery for fashion retailers

h Developments in technology have created many promotional opportunities, for example, social media 

h Branding makes a product/service recognisable and is a promise to provide certain benefits to the 
  consumer. Branding is extremely important to high street fashion retailers and will influence its 
  promotional mix, for example celebrity endorsement is often used – Kate Moss and Top Shop

h The competitive environment is important as it needs to consider what its rivals are doing in terms 
  of promotion and which methods are most effective in its market.  High street fashion retailers use 
  advertisements featuring models/celebrities, e.g. H&M and David Beckham

h The different stages in the product life cycle may be considered, for example, a high street fashion retailer 
  may use advertising and PR heavily at the start of a season / to launch a new collection

Marks for this question: AO1=2, AO2=3
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9 Calculate the percentage in the vinyl record market in terms of sales volume between last year 
 and this year
    (3 marks)

10 Assuming an average selling price £20 per record, calculate the growth of the vinyl record market 
 in terms of sales value between last year and this year
    (3 marks)

Marks for this question: AO1=1 and AO2=2

Answer: 75% (1 mark) 

Percentage change  = New - Old x 100 

   Original

 =  (3,500,000-2,000,000) x 100 (1 mark) 

   2,000,000

 = 1,500,000 x 100 = (1 mark)

  2,000,000

 = 75% (1 mark)

If no valid calculation: award 1 mark for correct formula (above) 

Marks for this question: AO1=1 and AO2=2

Answer: £30,000,000 (3 marks) 

Sales value = sales volume x price per unit

Last year’s sales value = 2,000,000 x £20 = £40,000,000 (1 mark)

This year’s sales value  =  3,500,000 x £20  =  £70,000,000 (1 mark)

Market growth in terms of sales value  =  £70,000,000-£40,000,000 = £30,000,000 (1 mark)

If no valid calculation: award 1 mark for correct formula (above)SA
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11 Analyse how knowing Love Vinyl’s target market might benefit the business
    (9 marks)      

Level The candidate will typically: Marks

A good response overall that focuses on many of the demands of the question
Provides an answer to the question set that:   

h  demonstrates a depth and range of knowledge and understanding of issues in the  
  question   

h  demonstrates analysis which is well developed and is applied effectively to the context

7-9 marks3

A reasonable response overall that focuses on some of the demands of the question
Provides an answer to the question set that:  

h  demonstrates a limited knowledge and understanding of a range of issues in the 
  question or a good knowledge and understanding of relatively few issues in the 
  question

h  demonstrates analysis which is developed and is applied to the context

4-6 marks2

A limited response overall with little focus on the demands of the question
Provides an answer to the question set that:   

h  demonstrates a limited range and depth of knowledge and understanding  
  of issues in the question   

h  demonstrates analysis with little development and with mainly descriptive  
  application to the context

1-3 marks1

Marks for this question: AO1=3, AO2=3, AO3=3

Examples of how the assessment objectives might be met in this question include:

h demonstrate knowledge and understanding of relevant issues such as the concept of target market (A01)

h be applied to the context of Love Vinyl (AO2)

h analyse how knowing its target market might benefit Love Vinyl (A03)

Possible responses:
Target market is a group of customers a product or service is aimed towards:

h Love Vinyl operates in a niche market which is a specific segment of a larger market and by focusing on 
 this niche it can compete in that larger market. It has an objective to increase sales  

h By knowing its target market, Love Vinyl can understand and better match customer needs and plan its  
 marketing mix accordingly. Customer needs may differ, for example, the needs of a collector compared to 
 the needs of those who are buying vinyl to ‘put on their shelf.’ Love Vinyl can use Tony’s specialist knowledge 
 to meet customer needs thus encouraging sales

h Different groups have different requirements and if Love Vinyl can satisfy these, sales are more likely to  
 increase. For example, those who buy vinyl records who don’t have a record player may have different 
 needs to those who listen to their vinyl record collection regularly
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h Primary marketing research is useful in identifying Love Vinyl’s target market which is vital when planning 
 its marketing mix e.g. males aged 45-54 are most likely to have recently purchased a vinyl record 
 and visited a store

h Much of the secondary marketing research found is simply facts about the national market which will not 
 necessarily help to set Love Vinyl’s marketing mix e.g. 50% of vinyl record sales are through independent 
 record stores simply informs where people buy nationally

h Tony’s primary marketing research is up to date so when used to develop Love Vinyl’s marketing mix 
 it is current so, if accurate, is more likely to help increase sales

h Primary marketing research could reveal data which gives him a competitive edge over other independent 
 stores and national chains. For example, 7% of those who buy vinyl don’t own a record player, they 
 just want to “put it on the shelf.” Tony can accommodate such customers who may want a particular 
 ‘fashionable’ record to show case in their living room. The product and price element of the marketing mix 
 can be adjusted to accommodate customer needs and therefore help increase sales

Primary marketing research is not more important to Tony than secondary marketing research because:

h In this case secondary marketing research is more likely to be accurate given the sources are nationally 
 respected and experienced in data collection (unlike Tony who lacks experience) i.e. British Recorded 
 Music Industry reports

h Tony could have used secondary marketing research as a starting point to see what data was already 
 available and therefore decide what data needed to be collected.  This could have made the process more 
 efficient and cost effective.

h Secondary marketing research backs up Tony’s finding about price e.g. “Vinyl priced as a premium product”

h Secondary marketing research is useful in identifying Love Vinyl’s target market which is vital when 
 planning its marketing mix e.g. 18-24 age group are the least likely to purchase vinyl with 25-34 year olds 
 the most avid fans, vinyl is frequently bought by collectors

h Secondary market research helped Tony find out trends in the market such as CD sales fell by 6.5%, 
 downloads dropped by 9% but streaming grew by 78% last year and Love Vinyl’s marketing mix can 
 be changed accordingly

Overall:

h In reality, it is likely they are both important to Tony when devising Love Vinyl’s marketing mix

h Tony is inexperienced, having never carried out marketing research before (or owned his own business or 
  worked in retail- having a background in engineering) so it could be that the primary marketing research 
  is less useful than the secondary marketing research because it may not be accurate

h The secondary marketing research, which in this case is likely to have been collected professionally 
  i.e. national newspapers, industry magazines, British Recorded Music Industry reports, is more likely 
  to be accurate

h Depends on accuracy of data Tony has collected as to whether it is more important than 
  secondary marketing research

h No primary marketing research about the café, ticket sales or record cleaning service
  A significant omission and one which needed to be asked in order to maximise sales from those services

h It’s not clear what data Tony found from which source which makes it harder to make a judgement 
  on the usefulness of the primary market research compared to secondary marketing research
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